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Considerable regional differences in the average result of farms

On the level of the whole country, farms’ average result from agriculture was EUR 16,500. The average result varied considerably by region. In Central Ostrobothnia the farm-specific result was highest, around EUR 26,000. Other regions with top positions are Åland and North Ostrobothnia with a farm-specific result of around EUR 21,000 and North Savo with about EUR 19,000. The result was lowest in South Savo, where the average farm-specific result from agriculture was only around EUR 11,000. Central Finland and Pirkanmaa were also in the lower end of the result table.

Average euro-denominated farm-specific result from agriculture by region

In the review, agriculture and forestry are examined separately. The results of agricultural enterprises are examined in Section 1 of the review. Information based on personal tax data is given in Section 2 of the review and statistics on private forestry in Section 3. Joint-stock farms are at the moment excluded from the statistics.
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